Abstract. The problem of scale has been a critical impediment to incorporating important fine-scale processes into global ecosystem models. Our knowledge of fine-scale physiological and ecological processes comes from a variety of measurements, ranging from forest plot inventories to remote sensing, made at spatial resolutions considerably smaller than the large scale at which global ecosystem models are defined. In this paper, we describe a new individual-based, terrestrial biosphere model, which we label the ecosystem demography model (ED). We then introduce a general method for scaling stochastic individual-based models of ecosystem dynamics (gap models) such as ED to large scales. The method accounts for the fine-scale spatial heterogeneity within an ecosystem caused by stochastic disturbance events, operating at scales down to individual canopy-tree-sized gaps. By conditioning appropriately on the occurrence of these events, we derive a sizeand age-structured (SAS) approximation for the first moment of the stochastic ecosystem model. With this approximation, it is possible to make predictions about the large scales of interest from a description of the fine-scale physiological and population-dynamic processes without simulating the fate of every plant individually. We use the SAS approximation to implement our individual-based biosphere model over South America from 15Њ Nt o1 5 ЊS, showing that the SAS equations are accurate across a range of environmental conditions and resulting ecosystem types. We then compare the predictions of the biosphere model to regional data and to intensive data at specific sites. Analysis of the model at these sites illustrates the importance of fine-scale heterogeneity in governing large-scale ecosystem function, showing how population and community-level processes influence ecosystem composition and structure, patterns of aboveground carbon accumulation, and net ecosystem production.
INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen remarkable progress in the development of global ecosystem models capable of reproducing a number of important features of the Earth's vegetation. Land surface models such as SiB (Sellers et al. 1986 (Sellers et al. , 1997 , LSX (Pollard and Thompson 1995) , LSM (Bonan 1995) , and BATS (Dickinson et al. 1993 ) now routinely predict diurnal and seasonal CO 2 and moisture fluxes; biogeochemistry models such as TEM (Reich et al. 1991 , Melillo et al. 1993 , CASA (Potter et al. 1993) , and Century (Parton et al. 1993) predict global nutrient dynamics; biogeographic models such as BIOME (Prentice et al. 1992 predict the distribution of vegetation types; and a new class of models led by IBIS (Foley et al. 1996 ) does all of these while interacting with a general circulation model (GCM). 3 Present address: Department of Organismal and Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 USA. E-mail: prmoorcroft@oeb.harvard.edu However, efforts to develop the next generation of models capable of predicting the transient responses of global ecosystems to land use and climate change are fundamentally hampered by the existence of important fine-scale heterogeneity within ecosystems.
Ecologists distinguish two qualitatively different sources of ecosystem heterogeneity. Exogenous or abiotic heterogeneity arises from variation differences in the physical environment such as variation in topography, climate, and soil parent material. Endogenous or biotic heterogeneity arises spontaneously even in a physically homogeneous environment. Two of the most important natural processes causing biotic heterogeneity within ecosystems are the mortality of large adult trees and disturbances such as fire or windthrow. These stochastic events give rise to significant spatial heterogeneity in resource availability, altering the subsequent dynamics of the local plant canopy and belowground ecosystem.
We now offer two examples that illustrate the importance of endogenous heterogeneity for ecosystem processes that motivate the modeling approach offered Uhl (1987) and Saldarriaga et al. (1988). in this paper. The first concerns the rate at which abandoned agricultural land in the tropics takes up atmospheric carbon, an issue central to planning mitigation strategies to combat rising atmospheric CO 2 . Fig. 1 shows the accumulation of aboveground carbon at San Carlos, a moist tropical forest in Venezuela (Saldarriaga et al. 1988 ) as a function of successional age (time since abandonment of slash-and-burn agriculture). The greater than 200-yr timescale of uptake is surprisingly long, especially because net primary productivity (NPP) is high throughout the chronosequence shown, 1.1-1.2 kg C·m Ϫ2 ·yr Ϫ1 (Uhl 1987) , thus ruling out the time required to rebuild depleted soil fertility as an explanation for the length of the timescale. With more than half of a tree's NPP going to wood production (Uhl and Jordan 1984, Saldarriaga et al. 1988) , one would expect that the time required to accumulate 12 kg C/m 2 above ground would be an order of magnitude shorter than is observed. Indeed, most global ecosystem models would predict a short timescale for this process (Reich et al. 1991 , Potter et al. 1993 , Foley et al. 1996 .
The detailed surveys of the plots at San Carlos provide an explanation for the long timescale of carbon uptake (Uhl 1987 , Saldarriaga et al. 1988 ). As we show, the rate of carbon accumulation at San Carlos is explained by height-structured competition, the presence of successional diversity, and the demography of size and age distributions. Because of the difficulty of phenomenologically parameterizing the outcome of sizeand age-structured competition between plants of different types under different environmental conditions, size-and age-structured ecosystem models may be necessary to predict transient carbon dynamics and fluxes.
The second example concerns the inference drawn from measurements of carbon uptake by forests, like those sought by the FLUXNET network of eddy-correlation towers (Baldocchi et al. 1996, Baldocchi and Falge 1998) . Consider an old-growth forested landscape with zero net carbon uptake (zero net ecosystem production or NEP). Such landscapes are inevitably fine-grained mosaics at canopy tree scales. Some places have high carbon loss rates because a large tree has recently died in them and is decomposing, while the majority take up carbon because they contain a growing tree and their former occupant has largely finished decomposing. Thus, the distribution of local NEP in this example has zero mean but high variance. An understanding of this large variance is critical to interpreting NEP measurements like those obtained from eddy-flux towers (Phillips et al. 1998) . If the length scale of the tower's footprint is large relative to the spatial scale of disturbance (which correlates with the scale of canopy tree deaths), then the tower will measure the correct landscape average NEP. In contrast, if the length scale of disturbance is sufficiently large, then the tower is unlikely to report the landscape average NEP. The important point here is that the interpretation of flux measurements requires an understanding of the size, age, and fine-scale spatial structure of local patches in the landscape.
The concerns raised by these examples are not new. Ecosystem modelers have addressed the issue of endogenous heterogeneity for nearly three decades using forest gap models (Botkin et al. 1972a , Shugart and West 1977 , Huston et al. 1988 , Smith and Urban 1988 , Urban 1990 , Huston 1992 , Pacala et al. 1996 . A gap model is a stochastic process that predicts the fate of every individual inhabiting an area the size of a canopy tree. This area is labeled a ''gap.'' Individuals in the gap compete for light, water, and nutrients. The model is stochastic because of the stochastic nature of birth, death, and dispersal. To make predictions at scales of a forest stand or larger, runs for an ensemble of coupled or uncoupled gaps are summed or, equivalently, averaged.
The widespread success of gap models is derived in large part from the small scale of their formulation (Huston et al. 1988 ). These models naturally capture the gap-scale heterogeneity created by the deaths of single canopy trees, and the height-structured competition among saplings competing to fill an opening in the canopy. As we show, they are thus able to reproduce the kinds of phenomena illustrated in the two examples above. Moreover, because the models are formulated at the scales at which field biologists work, it is comparatively straightforward to measure relevant parameters (Pacala et al. 1996) and compare to data on forest structure (Huston 1992) . Modern gap models that demonstrably reproduce the transient details of succession are routinely used to manage forested ecosystems (e.g., Lindner 1999) . They have also been extended to other terrestrial ecosystems, including shrublands and grasslands (Coffin and Lauenroth 1990) , and are commonly used to investigate the consequences of global change (Solomon 1986 , Smith et al. 1992 , Bolker et al. 1995 , Shugart and Smith 1996 . THE ECOSYSTEM DEMOGRAPHY MODEL (ED) Even so, the fact that a 1Њ GCM grid cell would contain between 10 8 and 10 9 modeled gaps has largely prevented the development of global gap models. One exception is the Hybrid model of Friend et al. (1997) . The Hybrid model replaces the species-specific functions in most gap models, with the general physiological and biogeochemical relationships in large-scale ecosystem models such as IBIS, Century, and BIOME. It thus combines the generality of the large-scale ecosystem models with the mechanistic rigor and facility of measurement that characterize the small-scale gap models. It attempts to overcome the scale mismatch by calculating, for each GCM grid cell, the ensemble average of 10 stochastic runs of a single, canopy-sized gap. Although this may be sufficient under the most favorable of circumstances, our work indicates that most circumstances will require much larger ensembles of hundreds or thousands of gap-scale realizations for each GCM grid cell because of biodiversity and the heterogeneity caused by natural and human disturbances.
What is needed to scale from gap to global dynamics is a way to derive the equations governing the ensemble average of a stochastic gap model directly from the fine-scale processes in it. This scaling would be analogous to the statistical physics used to derive the Navier-Stokes equations in a GCM from the stochastic process of molecular motion (rather than the classical derivation from fluid flow). In this paper, we introduce a physiologically based stochastic gap model, similar to Hybrid, and then derive a set of partial differential equations that govern its ensemble average. These equations scale the processes in the gap model and represent an ecological ''statistical mechanics.'' Their advantages are first, that computer time is greatly reduced from that required by brute-force simulation, and second, that their mathematical compactness provides opportunity for direct mathematical analysis, at least in some cases. We suspect that our method of scaling will work generally for individual-based simulators of vegetation dynamics. A preliminary report on the method is found in Hurtt et al. (1998) .
After deriving the equations for the ensemble average, and showing that they work for our physiological gap model, we implement the model on a 1Њϫ1 Њgrid for tropical and subtropical South America between 15Њ Nto15ЊS. It is important to understand that the model includes no abiotic heterogeneity within the 1Њ grid cells, caused for example by sub-grid scale variation in topography and soil parent material. The model does include biotic heterogeneity within each grid cell and abiotic heterogeneity in climate and soil characteristics between grid cells.
We then evaluate the regional predictions of the model by comparing them to corresponding estimates of NPP, aboveground biomass, and soil carbon. Evaluating the model at this scale is difficult however, due to the incompleteness of regional data sets and absence of model intercomparisons such as the VEMAP exercise for North American continent (VEMAP Members 1995 , Kittel et al. 1997 . To supplement the broadscale comparisons, we investigate the predicted ecosystem composition and structure at three locations in detail. These examples illustrate ways in which the fine-scale mechanisms in gap models create endogenous sub-grid scale heterogeneity that leads to large-scale pattern that is captured using the SAS approximation.
MODEL
The ecosystem demography model (ED) predicts above-and belowground ecosystem structure and the fluxes of carbon and water between the ecosystem and the atmosphere from climate and soil properties. It links together phenomena operating at a range of temporal scales from the fast-scale responses of plant physiology to changes in weather (hourly), through medium-scale changes in soil hydrology and phenology (weekly, seasonal), and slow-scale changes in the composition of vegetation and belowground carbon stores (yearly, decadal, century). It consists of an individual-based vegetation model describing the growth, reproduction, and mortality dynamics of a plant community coupled to biogeochemical models describing the associated belowground fluxes of carbon, water, and nitrogen. In the paper, we implement the model first as a stochastic, individual-based, gap simulator similar to the Hybrid model developed by Friend et al. (1997) and then as a size-and age-structured (SAS) approximation. The state variables of the stochastic simulator are the sizes, locations, and functional types of individual plants and the belowground nitrogen, water, and carbon in each canopy-tree-sized spatial cell (15 ϫ 15 m). In the SAS approximation, the equations of the individual-based gap simulator become terms within systems of partial differential equations (PDEs). These size-and agestructured equations closely approximate the first moment of the stochastic processes in the gap simulator. Thus, the state variables in the SAS approximation predict the mean characteristics of the ecosystem at the scale of the grid cell by correctly averaging the finescale processes in the individual-based gap simulator.
The components of ED draw heavily on established sub-models formulated by others over the past three decades. In particular, the structure of our stochastic gap model incorporates many of the developments in individual-based ecosystem modeling, including explicit representation of competition for water (Shugart and West 1977 , Mann and Post 1980 , Shugart 1984 , Pastor and Post 1985 , Bonan 1989 , carbon and nitrogen dynamics above-and belowground (Aber et al. 1982 , Pastor and Post 1985 , Post and Pastor 1996 , the use of plant functional types , Huston and Smith 1987 , Smith and Huston 1989 ), and a leaf-level formulation for photosynthesis and evapotranspiration (Friend et al. 1997 ). This paper represents our first attempt to bring these elements together. To FIG. 2. (a) Individual-level fluxes of carbon, water, and nitrogen and the partitioning of carbon between active and structural tissues (B a and B s , respectively). (b) Summary of the processes occuring within each gap y. Each plant's structural and living tissues grow at rates g s and g a , respectively. Individuals die stochastically at rate and give birth to offspring at rate f, which are then dispersed randomly across gaps. These vital rates vary as a function of the type (x), size (z) and resource environment (r) of the plant. Fires occur stochastically at rate F calculated by the fire sub-model. Hydrologic and decomposition sub-models track the dynamics of water (W), carbon (C), and nitrogen (N) within each gap.
facilitate the incorporation of future improvements, we have designed the model with a modular structure that permits alternative sub-models to be swapped for those currently implemented.
In the current version, climate and soil properties within each 1Њ grid cell are specified from the ISLSCP (International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project) Initiative I global data set (Meeson et al. 1995 . The ISLSCP data set was specifically designed for large-scale biosphere modeling, providing a consistent global data set of climatological variables and soil characteristics. A preliminary review suggested that the data set is comparable in quality to other global data sets (Kerr 1995) ; however, subsequent analyses have identified several shortcomings. In particular, while the data set provides global coverage, its temporal coverage is short, containing only two representative years of climate data. With regard to the South American continent, the quality of the precipitation data is reduced because of sparse gauge coverage (Kerr 1995) , and the estimate of downward shortwave radiation over the Amazon basin is thought to contain a significant degree of error (Morrill 1999 ). Although the implementation described here relies on ISLSCP data, the model can be driven from other sources of data including output from a climate model.
Overview of stochastic gap model
The individual plants in the model have the structure shown in Fig. 2a . Each plant has living tissue, with biomass B a distributed among leaves (B l ), sapwood (B sw ) and roots (B r ), and a dead structural stem, with biomass B s (see Table 1 for a list of model parameters). A mechanistic sub-model describes net carbon uptake (A n ) and water loss (⌿) by a plant's leaves on an hourly timescale, as a function of light availability, temperature, and humidity. Soil water (W) and mineralized nitrogen (N) are taken up by the roots to meet demand, and limit A n and ⌿ when sufficiently depleted. The dynamics of soil water, nitrogen, and organic carbon are governed by a simple one-layer hydrology model and a modification of the Century model (Parton et al. 1987 (Parton et al. , 1993 .
As plants gain carbon and nitrogen, they grow and allocate the new tissue to roots, live and dead stem, leaves, and reproduction according to empirical allometric relationships. Individuals die stochastically by windthrow and other forms of density-independent mortality with the probability of mortality varying between the different plant types. Individuals also die at elevated rates if they are in unfavorable carbon balance (Fig. 2b) .
The individual plants occur in a series of discrete spatial areas called gaps, each approximately the size of a single canopy tree's crown area (15 ϫ 15 m). The gaps within each 1Њϫ1ЊGCM grid cell (ϳ12 000 km 2 at the equator), indexed by the symbol y, are coupled only by exchanging seeds, by sharing the same fire regime, and by sharing the same climatology and soil characteristics specified from the 1Њ ISLSCP data set (Fig. 2b) . There is no exchange of water or nitrogen among gaps, nor any cross-gap shading, nor any communication between gaps in adjoining GCM grid cells. Each plant within a gap has a size z, but horizontal positions are not specified. Thus, the simulator has spatial geometry similar to the FORET and FORCLIM gap models (Shugart and West 1977 , Shugart 1984 , Bugmann 1996 .
Before proceeding further, readers should be aware of the following minor departures from conventional notation. Each plant is composed of B s , B l , B r , and B sw (Fig. 2) and has a height and diameter; however, the allometry described below allows us to compute all of these properties from the biomass of the structural stem B s and active tissues B a alone. Thus the size vector z is two dimensional and equals [B s , B a ]. In Fig. 2 and throughout, size z and time t are true continuous variables as written, but the gap label y is discrete. Finally, the functional type designation x contains a mix of a discrete category (C 3 vs. C 4 ) and a continuous trait variation (leaf longevity). We now describe each component of the gap model; the detailed structure of the component sub-models is provided in a series of Appendices A-I.
Leaf physiology
The fast timescale engine of our model is a submodel for carbon uptake and evapotranspiration for each plant. Our formulation is taken almost entirely from IBIS (Foley et al. 1996) , and is based on the schemes developed by Farquhar, Collatz, Ball, Berry, and others (Farquhar and Sharkey 1982 , Ball et al. 1986 , Collatz et al. 1991 , 1992 , for predicting potential carbon fixation and evapotranspiration per unit leaf area from standard climatological inputs. Similar formulations are found in other ecophysiological models (Foley et al. 1996 , Friend et al. 1997 , Sellers et al. 1997 . Our sub-model contains no novel formulations of these underlying physiological processes.
The sub-model calculates the hourly dynamics of carbon uptake and evapotranspiration by solving the following system of five equations (specified in full in Appendix A):
1) An equation for the net rate of carbon gain per unit leaf area (A n ), as a function of leaf temperature (T L ), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), and C i , the interstitial concentration of CO 2 . This is the familiar model of the light and dark reactions of C 3 photosynthesis, tracing to Farquhar (Farquhar and Sharkey 1982) with leaf respiration proportional to the maximum rate of carboxylation. A separate equation governs C 4 photosynthesis (Collatz et al. 1992) .
2) An equation for the rate of evaporative water loss (⌿) per unit leaf area, as a function of stomatal conductance (c s ), T L (which determines the mole fraction of water vapor in the saturated interstitial air), and the mole fraction of water vapor in the atmosphere.
3) A simple diffusion scheme giving C i as function of c s , the concentration of atmospheric CO 2 (C A ), and A n . 4) An equation for c s as a function of A n , C i , and the water vapor gradient between the inside of the leaf and the atmosphere. This is the stomatal conductance model of Leuning (Leuning 1995) , which is itself based on that of Ball and Berry (Ball et al. 1986 ).
5) An energy balance equation giving T L from the balance of radiation inputs and evaporative and convective cooling.
Collectively, the equations are solved for the five unknowns, A n , ⌿, T L , C i , and c s , given air temperature, C A , atmospheric water vapor, and incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). The climatological drivers necessary for solving (1)-(5) could be supplied interactively by a climate model, but in this implementation are specified from the ISLSCP I global climatological data set (Meeson et al. 1995 . The ISLSCP data set provides three-hourly climatology for an average day in each month on a 1Њϫ 1 Њdegree spatial grid, which we interpolate to provide the hourly climatological data.
The physiological sub-model yields potential evapo- To speed computation, rather than repeatedly solving for the carbon gain and evapotranspiration of each individual at each time step, we calculated hourly solutions of (1)- (5) at 120 light levels between 0% light and 100% PAR (full sun) and integrated these values over each month in each 1Њ grid cell. We compile these values into a look-up-table of monthly potential and shutdown values of A n and ⌿ for each grid cell at different light levels. The look-up-table allows us to take time steps of days-to-weeks rather than hourly (the actual time step is adaptive), while still accounting for the diurnal cycles of the physiological processes and incoming climatology (PAR, temperature, and humidity) that affect photosynthetic rates. The leaf-level carbon and water fluxes of each individual are calculated from the potential and shutdown values by determining the current extent of stomatal closure (determined by current water and nitrogen availability, see Appendix B) and using this value to interpolate between the potential and shutdown values of carbon and water uptake rate obtained from the look-up-table. The net carbon uptake and evapotranspiration of the individual is then calculated by multiplying its per unit leaf area carbon and water fluxes by its total leaf area and then deducting growth respiration and tissue respiration costs, which are temperature-dependent proportions of its leaf, root, and sapwood biomass (see Appendix E).
Plant functional diversity
Ecosystem models typically represent the vast array of differences in plant structure and function by dividing the earth's vegetation into a few discrete plant functional types (Foley et al. 1996 , Friend et al. 1997 , Sellers et al. 1997 ) such as C 4 grasses, shrubs, broadleaf trees, and evergreen conifers. This approach has been successfully applied in several individual-based, stochastic gap models for plant communities with high species-level diversity , Huston and Smith 1987 , Smith and Huston 1989 .
Recently, Reich et al. (1997) have provided an empirical framework for specifying the characteristics of plant functional types (Fig. 3) . The upper two panels of Fig. 3 show the relationships, across hundreds of species, between leaf life span, specific leaf area, and foliar nitrogen concentration. From left to right along Reich et al. (1997) : (a) relationship between leaf nitrogen content and leaf longevity and (b) relationship between specific leaf area (SLA) and leaf longevity (redrawn from Reich et al. [1997] ). Panels c and d show the associated variation in plant structural characteristics used to specify the plantlevel properties of C 4 grasses (G), and early (ES), mid-(MS), and late (LS) successional tree types: (c) the relationship between wood density and leaf longevity and (d) the relationship between maximum size and leaf longevity. the axis in each panel, the species change from grasses and forbs to shrubs and pioneer tree species, then to broadleaf deciduous trees, then to broadleaf evergreens, and finally to evergreen conifers (see Reich et al. 1997) .
Our representation of functional diversity is built around the relationship shown in the upper panels of Fig. 3 , adding to these whether the plant is C 3 or C 4 and two attributes of plant structure, wood density and maximum height (see lower panels of Fig. 3 ). The position of a functional type on these continuous axes together with its designation as C 3 or C 4 is given by the vector x. For the regional model described in this paper, we specified four plant functional types, C 4 grasses and pioneer, mid-, and late successional broadleaf trees (parameter values in Appendix C). The C 4 grass accumulates carbon rapidly due to its high specific leaf area, and its C 4 leaf physiology enables it to maintain this rate at high temperatures. The three types of tree are all C 3 but vary in specific leaf area and wood density. The pioneer type has high specific leaf area and low wood density, enabling rapid carbon accumulation and height growth while the late successional type has a low specific leaf area and high wood density so it accumulates carbon more slowly and has slower height growth. These differences in carbon accumulation and height growth rates between the different tree types are counterbalanced by differences in leaf life span, which influence their ability to persist and grow at low light levels in the forest understory and in their mortality rates, which determine adult longevity (details given in Model: Mortality).
Individual allocation, growth, and recruitment
Plants grow by allocating fixed carbon from the model of leaf physiology to various tissues. Because reliable mechanistic models of dynamic plant allocation do not yet exist, we have chosen to take an empirical approach. We derive our allocation scheme by inverting empirical allometric equations for the patterns of allocation that they imply. The plants in our model thus allocate to stay on data-defined allometries.
For aboveground allometry, we used data on the biomass of various plant components from a tropical forest site in Venezuela in relation to their height, diameter, and wood density (Saldarriaga et al. 1988) and from a survey of the height and diameter of 56 tropical tree and shrub species O'Brien et al. (unpublished manuscript) . Fine root biomass was calculated assuming that plants allocate to maintain an approximately equal amount of foliar and fine root biomass. Sapwood allocation was calculated using a pipe model, which specifies that sapwood cross-sectional area within the stem is proportional to leaf area (Shinozaki et al. 1964a, b) . Collectively, we use these empirical data and relationships to compute the height and diameter of plants, and the partitioning of their carbon into living (leaves, fine roots, sapwood) and structural components (bole and structural root biomass). Due to their differences in wood density (Fig. 3c ) the different tree functional types have different rates of stem growth: for a given rate of investment in structural carbon, pioneers grow rapidly in height while the mid-and late successional trees grow more slowly.
In the model, plants first allocate net incoming carbon (gross photosynthesis minus respiration) to replace lost leaf and fine root tissues. They then allocate what is left to growth and reproduction. The fraction going to reproduction is a constant for all species and is set to a value consistent with seed trap data. Finally, the carbon left for growth is allocated to keep plants on the empirical allometries. If plants are in negative carbon balance, living biomass shrinks due to respiration and decay of active tissues, but this is relatively unimportant because of the high mortality rates of plants in negative carbon balance (see Model: Mortality). The differences in leaf longevities identified by Reich et al. 1997 (Fig. 3) cause differences in the tissue loss rates of the different plant functional types. In particular, the higher leaf longevities of the mid-and late successional trees increase their ability to persist and grow at low light levels in the understory. Since the allocation functions are empirical, the allocation of carbon within plants in the model matches that found in the field. Details on allocation and growth can be found in Appendices D and E.
Previous theoretical work has suggested that recruitment limitation can be a significant factor influencing the species-level composition of plant communities Ji 1995, Hurtt and , and at least in some cases, this appears to be borne out empirically (Clark et al. 1998 ). This sensitivity to recruitment at the species level is thought to be particularly important in species-rich communities because the average number of individuals per species within dispersal range of a given location is low. As a result, the probability that propagules of all species will be found at a given location is small, increasing the likelihood that chance dispersal events will determine local community composition.
For similar reasons, theoretical analyses suggest that recruitment limitation is unlikely to be a significant factor influencing composition at the scale of plant functional types Tilman 1993, Hurtt and . As one divides biodiversity into progressively fewer types, the average number of individuals per type increases, thereby increasing the probability that propagules of each type will be found at every location, reducing the importance of chance dispersal events. In addition, at the scale of plant functional types, distinctions among competitors become large, making competitive contests between individuals more deterministic.
In this implementation of ED, relatively few functional types are represented and we are not attempting to model range shifts. For these reasons and to reduce model complexity, we have implemented the simplest of dispersal and recruitment models. We assume random dispersal between gaps within the same grid cell. All recruits have the same minimum size (z 0 ), and the same survivorship to establishment. To calculate the number of recruits in any time interval, we divide the fraction of the total reproductive output that survives to establishment by the carbon required to produce an individual of size z 0 , a quantity which is determined from the allometry. The remaining fraction of reproductive output is loaded into the decomposition submodel. Note that it is possible to relax these assumptions. For example, in Hurtt et al. (1998) we presented a formulation with explicit within-and between-gap dispersal rates.
Mortality
The mortality rates of plants in the model are divided into two components. The first reflects differential longevities of the plant functional types. While pioneers have high rates of carbon accumulation and can grow quickly in height, empirical data show they experience higher rates of mortality compared to late successional trees (Putz et al. 1983 , Augspurger and Kelly 1984 , Lawton 1984 . The high mortality of pioneer species is thought to be largely biomechanical: their low wood density makes them susceptible to pathogen attack in the understory (Augspurger and Kelly 1984) and to windthrow disturbance in the tree canopy (Putz et al. 1983 , Augspurger and Kelly 1984 , Lawton 1984 . We included these longevity differences by specifying a negative relationship between wood density and mortality consistent with empirical estimates for tropical trees (Uhl and Jordan 1984 , Swaine et al. 1987 , Lugo and Scatena 1996 .
The second mortality component relates an individual's probability of mortality to its carbon balance. Studies in both tropical and temperate systems suggest Note: Mean, maximum, and minimum monthly precipitation (mm) obtained from the ISLSCP monthly precipitation data (see Appendix F) and soil depth (m) and texture class obtained from the ISLSCP soil characteristics database compiled by Koster et al. (Table 3 ; Meeson et al. 1995 are shown. (Meeson et al. 1995 
Light
The incoming shortwave radiation from the climatological data is used to specify the PAR at the top of the gap canopy. The PAR within the canopy ((h, y, t)) then decays exponentially as a function of the leaf area index above height (h), with a light extinction coefficient of 0.5 . The light level of each plant is computed at the midpoint of its crown and assuming no overlap between the individual's crown and the crowns of taller and smaller individuals within the gap.
Soil hydrology
Early land-surface parameterization schemes represented soil moisture using simple equations for the moisture in the first few centimeters of soil (Sellers 1992) . Vertically stratified soil moisture profiles and variation in plant rooting depths can cause problems with these simple ''bucket models'' (Koster and Milly 1997) , and subsequently led to the development of schemes including variation in soil depth, multiple soil moisture layers, and sub-grid variability in infiltration capacity (Robock et al. 1996) .
We model local (within-gap) soil moisture using a one-layer hydrology model with variable soil depth and texture. The precipitation rate is specified at the gridcell level, however, sub-grid cell heterogeneity in water availability arises due to differences in evapotranspiration rates between gaps. Water losses due to percolation and runoff, are described using an empirical formulation for hydraulic conductivity as function of soil moisture content, soil depth, and soil texture (Campbell 1974) . In this formulation, soil texture affects saturated water content, saturated hydraulic conductivity, and the rate at which conductivity decreases as saturation levels decrease (see Appendix G for details). The precipitation rate for each grid cell is input from the ISLSCP climatological data set, and soil depth and texture characteristics of each grid cell are specified from the ISLSCP soil characteristics data set (Tables 2 and 3) .
Decomposition and nitrogen cycling
The Century model is a widely used model of belowground carbon and nitrogen dynamics (Parton et al. 1987 , 1993 , Potter et al. 1993 , Schimel et al. 1994 , 1996 , and we employ a simplified version of it as our decomposition sub-model. While an understanding of the belowground dynamics of nitrogen and carbon is by no means complete, empirical studies have identified a number of general features that are included in Century and most other models of decomposition such as those in the FORTNITE and LINKAGES gap models (Aber et al. 1982, Post and Pastor 1996) . These include the marked variation in decomposition times for different types of organic matter, the strong dependency of decomposition rates on soil temperature, moisture, and texture, and the coupling of the belowground carbon and nitrogen cycles. We follow the re-sults of the analysis by Bolker et al. (1998) , which shows that the Century model can be closely approximated by a model with five belowground compartments (quantitative details in Appendix H). We currently omit a number of phenomena important in some model applications including nitrogen fertilization, atmospheric nitrogen inputs, biological fixation, denitrification, leaching, and losses of nitrogen during fires.
Incoming litter is divided into fast (active) and slow (structural) pools of organic matter. The matter in each compartment decays exponentially, with a rate dependent on its lignin-to-nitrogen ratio, and on soil moisture, temperature, and texture. Under normal conditions in the tropics, the timescales of decomposition are approximately 0.5 yr for the fast compartment and 25 yr for the slow compartment.
When organic matter is mineralized, it releases its nitrogen to a plant-available belowground pool (nitrate and ammonium). Decomposition of the slow pool is halted if there is no available nitrogen (the decomposition of slow organic matter requires the input of mineralized nitrogen, Parton et al. (1987 Parton et al. ( , 1993 . However, in our model this rarely happens because it is superseded by an additional regulatory feedback; low available nitrogen reduces plant uptake, which reduces litter input.
Fire
Fire is a natural part of many ecosystems that can dramatically affect their composition, structure, and dynamics. In particular the location and structure of savannas are strongly influenced by the frequency and severity of fires (Neilson 1995) . Many savannas burn with relatively high frequency, releasing carbon into the atmosphere and preventing succession to taller and woodier plant types (Kauffman et al. 1994) .
There is a large body of literature on fire modeling and monitoring at local, regional, and continental scales (Rothermal 1972 , 1991 , Van Wagner 1977 , Prinsm and Menzel 1992 , Neilson 1995 . The majority of fire models have two essential drivers: fuel and climate. The general dependence of fire frequency on these two quantities is highlighted by the prediction from many fire models that places of intermediate dryness have the highest burn rates, because very dry places are fuel-limited and wet places are climate-limited. The spatial spread of fire is also an important phenomenon. Continental-scale models, attempting to capture large-scale differences in fire regimes tend to assume homogeneous conditions and complete contagion within grid cells. In contrast, local and regional fire prediction models use detailed spatial information to predict the horizontal patterns of fire spread (Rothermal 1991) .
We use a simple fire model comparable to that in Neilson's MAPSS ecosystem model (Neilson 1995) with the fire frequency within each grid cell being a simple function of fuel and climate. Unlike MAPSS, in our model burn rates are specified as a function of local fuel availability and local moisture conditions. We use local (within-gap) soil moisture as a dryness index for the local ignition of fires and the burn rate is assumed to be proportional to local fuel availability, defined simply as total aboveground biomass. The propagation of fires between gaps within a grid cell is modeled using the assumption that the landscape is fine-grained, which results in the burn rate of gaps being proportional to the total ignited fuel in the grid cell. We assume that burning consumes the aboveground vegetation completely. The belowground ecosystem is not directly affected; however a portion of the carbon released by the fire is loaded into the soil biogeochemical sub-model along with the nitrogen released during the fire. Details on the fire sub-model can be found in Appendix I.
Summary of the individual-based stochastic gap model
The above sub-models are implemented as a stochastic process in a series of simple steps. Suppose that a simulation of Q different gaps (y ϭ 1, 2, ...,Q)i s currently at time t and that we wish to produce the state of the system at time t ϩ⌬ t .First, we grow each individual's structural stem in size by an amount g s (z, x, r, t)⌬t and each plant's living biomass by an amount g a (z, x, r, t)⌬t. Here r is shorthand for the resource vector r(h, y, t), which has three elements: light, (h, y, t), water W(y, t), and nitrogen N(y, t). The growth functions integrate the output of the physiological and allometric sub-models, given local light, water, and nitrogen availability. The growth equations for structural and active tissues are given in Appendix E (Eqs. E.3 and E.4) . Second, we use the mortality sub-model to determine each plant's probability of mortality, (z, x, r, t)⌬t, and kill the plant if a simulated pseudorandom coin toss with this probability indicates death. The mortality function (z, x, r, t)⌬t, summarizes both sources of mortality and the equation is found in Appendix F (Eq. F.1). Third, each plant gives birth to an offspring with probability f(z, x, r, t)⌬t (Eq. E.5 in Appendix E). New recruits are assigned to gaps at random. Fourth, we use the fire sub-model to calculate the probability of fire, F (y, t)⌬t, for each gap and toss simulated pseudorandom coins to determine which gaps burn (Eq. I.1 in Appendix I). Finally, we calculate, for each gap, the changes in the belowground amount of water (W(y, t)), soil carbon (C 1 (y, t) and C 2 (y, t)), and soil nitrogen (N 1 (y, t), N 2 (y, t), and N(y, t) ), using the hydrological and decomposition sub-models (Eqs. G.1 and H.1-H.5 in Appendices C and H, respectively). Fig. 4a shows an example of output from the stochastic simulator for 25 linked gaps at San Carlos, a wet rain forest site. The output is obtained by using the above algorithm to simulate the carbon and nitrogen capture, water loss, growth, reproduction, and mortality of literally every individual throughout its life cycle and the associated belowground dynamics of carbon, nitrogen, and water within each gap in the simulator.
SCALING
The model described in the previous section is a spatially distributed, nonlinear, stochastic process whose large-scale behavior we are interested in knowing. It is spatial because of the local nature of competition among plants for light, water, and nitrogen, nonlinear due to the nature of the relationships between local resource availability and a plant's growth, mortality, and recruitment rates, and stochastic because of the randomness of birth, dispersal, death, and disturbance.
The key to scaling such a model is the recognition that the ensemble average used for stand or landscapelevel predictions is, in the limit of a large number of runs, the first moment of the stochastic process. We seek to formulate a differential equation that captures time-dependent behavior of this first moment while tak- Ecological Monographs Vol. 71, No. 4 ing account of the variability in the model behavior that arises due to the stochastic nature of the processes operating in the model. A standard mathematical technique is to formulate a partial differential equation (PDE) that accounts for the variability in the stochastic process by capturing the dynamics of those processes that give rise to important heterogeneities in the ecosystem (Bailey 1964 , Murray 1990 .
In developing analytical versions of individual-based models of vegetation dynamics, a common initial strategy is to formulate a size-structured approximation that takes account of the size-related heterogeneity in light availability within the plant canopy (Okubo 1980, Pacala and Deutschman 1997) . However, as we shall show, such size-structured approximations fail because in addition to the size-related vertical heterogeneity in light availability there is also a substantial degree of horizontal spatial heterogeneity in resource availability.
One approach to overcoming this problem of spatial heterogeneity in resource availability is to develop a second-order approximation, that takes account of the covariance that develops between local resource availability r(z, y, t) (here a vector of local light, (z, y, t), water W(y, t), and nitrogen availability N(y, t)), and local plant density n(z, x, y, t) (for example saplings of shade intolerant species are most abundant in locations with high light). This approach is often used in statistical physics where it is called ''Gaussian Random Fields.'' However, although the second order approximations work for some simple models of plant competition (Bolker and Pacala 1997 ; T. Kubo, personal communication), they are not generally useful due to instabilities arising from the omission of higher order terms and the large number of covariance equations necessary for approximating a functionally diverse plant community.
An alternative approach, which we use in our SAS approximation, is to identify, characterize, and then condition upon, events that are responsible for generating horizontal spatial heterogeneity in resource availability. To see this, let us first examine the behavior of the stochastic gap model.
Model simulations
We used the ED stochastic gap model defined in the Model section to simulate the ecosystem dynamics at San Carlos (SC) (2Њ S, 48Њ W), a tropical forest site in the Amazon region. The ensemble mean behavior of the model was characterized from 10 stochastic runs, each containing 25 gaps (25 15 ϫ 15 m cells, ϳ0.5 ha). Runs were initialized with a mean initial density of 0.1 seedlings (of size z 0 ) per square meter of each of the four functional types, and run for 250 yr.
The trajectories of aboveground biomass (kilograms carbon per square meter) produced in the simulations show a considerable degree of variability between runs (dashed lines in Fig. 4a) . Associated with the spatial heterogeneity in aboveground structure between runs is spatial between-gap variation in resource availability, in particular, variation in aboveground structure within each run. For example, (Fig. 4b) shows the between-gap variation in the understory light levels for each of the 250 gaps (25 ϫ 10 runs) at year 200.
The traditional size-structured approximation fails because while it accounts for the vertical stratification in the light environment caused by plant shading, it does not account for the substantial degree of endogenous spatial heterogeneity in light availability between gaps (Fig. 4b) . In the traditional size-structured approximation, the spatial variation in light profiles is averaged into a single mean light profile. For example, the line in Fig. 4b shows the light level assumed to be present in all gaps at a height of 0.5 m in the sizestructured approximation. This light level is too low to allow regeneration to keep pace with canopy mortality, and so the size-structured approximation under-predicts the biomass in the simulator (solid line in Fig.  4a ; see also Pacala and Deutschman 1997) .
Two stochastic processes are responsible for generating most of the spatial heterogeneity in resource availability within the simulator. In tropical forest areas such as San Carlos, the majority of the spatial variation in light availability is associated with the mortality of large canopy trees. To see this, suppose we nominally define a canopy tree as any individual Ͼ10 m in height. Suppose further that for each spatial position (gap) y within the gap simulator, we record the time since the last stochastic canopy tree death, and call this event a disturbance event, and the time since the last such event, the age a of the gap. If we then plot light availability within each gap as a function of its age, we see a clear pattern in the distribution of light environments (Fig. 4c) , which is responsible for most of the betweengap scatter shown in Fig. 4b . The second source of heterogeneity is fire, which is responsible for most of the spatial heterogeneity resource availability in arid areas where they occur.
The SAS approximation takes account of both the horizontal spatial heterogeneity and size-related heterogeneity. It captures horizontal heterogeneity by keeping track of a, the time since the last death of large adult tree or disturbance event. More formally, we develop a size-structured approximation for the ensemble mean conditional on age a. The derivation of this conditional approximation is facilitated by a subtle change in the way we view the stochastic events within the model. Gap simulators work because the size of a modeled gap is similar to the size of a large tree's crown (Botkin et al. 1972b, Shugart and West 1977) . This ensures that single canopy tree deaths cause the high resource levels needed for rapid regeneration, and also cause gaps to contain at most one large tree. Suppose that we now replace the per-individual random coin THE ECOSYSTEM DEMOGRAPHY MODEL (ED) tosses that cause mortality in the simulator, with a perplace coin toss with the same probability, but only for trees above a threshold height h*. That is, we continue to toss pseudorandom coins for each individual shorter than height h* with probability of mortality , and toss a single coin with the same probability for the entire gap. If this toss indicates mortality, then we kill every tree in the gap taller than h*. Because there is typically at most one such tree (if h* is 10-15 m or larger), this change has no effect on the predictions of the stochastic process, as simulations confirm. However, because large tree deaths are now exogenous place-centered events, we can treat canopy tree deaths like other placecentered disturbances in the model such as fires. As Fig. 4c suggests, by conditioning appropriately on the occurrence of disturbance events and keeping track of the changing distribution of ages a since disturbance, we can account for the horizontal and vertical heterogeneity in resource availability they introduce.
Size-and age-structured (SAS) approximation
In this section, we derive the size-and age-structured (SAS) approximation for the first moment of the stochastic process within a grid cell. The derivation of the PDEs for this moment approximation is inevitably mathematical and readers not interested in the technical details may skip to Evaluation of the moment equations in which we evaluate the ability of the PDEs to capture the behavior of the stochastic gap simulator.
In the SAS approximation, we use the new variable to indicate the time since the most recent disturbance of any type (either fire or windthrow). Note however in principle, could be a vector, with each element denoting the time since the last event of a particular disturbance type. We begin by placing the individuals present within each gap y into a three-dimensional grid of bins, each of size ⌬z s , ⌬z a , and ⌬a. Let U(z, x, a, y, t) be the number of individuals of type x in the yth gap that are between z s and z s ϩ⌬ z s and between z a and z a ϩ⌬ z a conditional on the gap having been disturbed between a and a ϩ⌬ ayears ago. Note that U(z, x, a, y, t) is a random variable whose value differs each time we simulate the stochastic process. If we let ⌬z s , z a , and ⌬a → 0, U(z, x, a, y, t) becomes a Bernoulli random variable (takes the value of either zero or one), and thus corresponds to the model described in the Model section implemented as a stochastic process (Fig. 5) . Now consider an infinite ensemble of runs of the stochastic process (the ensemble's probability density function). Let the operator ͗͘ be the mean value for all realizations of the stochastic process sharing the same z, x, y, t and a. We now define u(z, x, a, y, t) as the conditional mean:
Note that this is the mean density of type x and size z plants in gaps of age (i.e., the local mean density conditional on age a) rather than the global density of plants across gaps of all ages. Note also that we have dropped the gap index y because we assume translational invariance, i.e., that the stochastic process is identical across all gaps within the same grid cell. We seek an equation for the change in the conditional ensemble mean over time (⌬u). Before defining an expression for ⌬u, we must redefine the transition probabilities of the stochastic gap model in accordance with the new rules governing disturbance (i.e., the h* assumption). Let (a, x, r, t)⌬t be the probability of mortality from density-dependent causes and, for plants shorter than h*, from nonfire density-independent causes. Also, let DI (a, y, t)⌬t be the probability of a density-independent disturbance within a gap that kills canopy trees taller than h* and let (a, y, t) ϭ F ( a, y, t) ϩ DI (a, y, t), where F (a, y, t)⌬t is the probability of fire. Finally, we define s(h, a, t) as a step function equal to DI (a, y, t) for h Ͻ h*, and s(h, a, t) ϭ 0 otherwise.
Using this new notation, ⌬u(z, x, a, t) is given by
where ⌬z s is the vector (⌬z s ,0)and⌬z a is the vector (0, ⌬z a ). Note that g and are themselves random variables since they depend on r, the vector containing the values light, water, and nitrogen, which are influenced by the presence or absence of individuals in the gap. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 describes the ensemble average rate at which individuals grow out of size category z s . The expression inside the brackets gives the average probability that a type x, size z individual will grow into the next stem size-box during the time interval between t and t ϩ⌬ tgiven the values of the random variables. The ensemble expectation ͗͘ converts this probability into the average rate for the ensemble. Similarly, the second term describes the average rate at which type x individuals grow into the z s stem size-box. The third and fourth terms describe the changes in the size of an individual's active pool (transport in z a ), and the fifth and sixth terms describe the aging of the gap in which the individual is present (transport in a) . The final term describes the loss due to mortality. Three of these terms are shown schematically in Fig. 5 . Ecological Monographs Vol. 71, No. 4 FIG. 5. Schematic representation of three stochastic processes occurring within the individual-based stochastic gap model that is used to formulate Eq. 2. Stem growth and aging are transport processes that move individuals in the size-age (z s , a) state space (indicated by solid lines), occurring at rates g s and 1z, respectively (aging occurs at rate 1 since aging is a linear process with the same units as time). Mortality, occurring at rate involves the removal of individuals from the (z s , a) state space, so this is a loss term (indicated by dashed line).
Three technical problems presented by Eq. 2 are that (1) the g's and 's are nonlinear functions, (2) the U's are statistically dependent due to the influence of other individuals on resources r, which affects the values of the g's and 's in Eq. (2), and (3) we lack an expression for the ensemble probability density.
The SAS approximation is obtained by Taylor expanding the expressions inside the brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 about the size-and gap agespecific conditional ensemble means, neglecting second and higher order terms, and then dividing by ⌬t
where r is the conditional ensemble average of resources for gaps of age a. Defining n(z, x, a, t) ϭ u(z, x, a, t)/⌬z⌬a and taking the limit ⌬z, ⌬a, ⌬t → 0 yields the following partial differential equation (PDE): 
In addition, we require an equation for the probability distribution of age states a. Let p(a, t)b et h e distribution of times since disturbance. Recalling that disturbances are occurring at rate (a, t) and then using a similar approach to that described above, we can derive a PDE for the dynamics of p(a, t), the age structure of the ecosystem within the grid cell:
The first term describes the aging process while the second (a, t) term gives the rate at which areas of age a are disturbed. Eq. 5 is the von Foerster age distribution equation (von Foerster 1959) .
For the case of random dispersal between gaps within a grid cell the recruitment of new seedlings f(z, x, a, t) corresponds to a flux of individuals into the system at (z 0 , a) giving the following Neumann boundary condition
Eq. 4 also has a second boundary condition, describing THE ECOSYSTEM DEMOGRAPHY MODEL (ED) the state of the ecosystem following a disturbance event:
Again, h(z, x) is the height of a plant of type x and size z. The fraction of newly disturbed areas p(0, t)is given by the boundary condition
We complete the size-and age-structured approximation by specifying initial conditions for Eqs. 4 and 5 corresponding respectively to the initial age distribution of areas within the grid cell and the size distribution of the plant types within each of these areas:
The PDEs (Eqs. 4 and 5) and their associated boundary (Eqs. 6-8), and initial conditions (Eqs. 9 and 10) describe the dynamics of a size-and age-structured plant community within a grid cell ⍀, where n(z, x, a, t)i s formally the expected density of plants of size z and type x in a gap of age a at time t. Following precisely the same steps used to derive the PDEs above, we also derive equations for the belowground water, carbon, and nitrogen conditional on age a (i.e., equations for dW (a, t) Note that size-and age-structured PDEs similar to Eqs. 4 and 5 have been used previously to model forest dynamics (Kohyama 1993, Kohyama and Shigesada 1995) ; however in these studies, the equations were formulated at the stand level rather than as an approximation to an individual-based model. The stand-level equations in these studies would approximate individual-based models if the appropriate changes were made to the mortality functions (the h* assumption).
The size-structured approximation for individualbased models (Okubo 1980, Pacala and Deutschman 1997) is derived in the same way as Eq. 4 except that one expands about the mean density independent of age a obtaining Note that in the size-structured approximation (Eq. 11), r is the spatially-averaged (nonlocal) resource condition within the grid cell.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
We solved the PDEs (Eqs. 4 and 5) numerically using the method of characteristics. The advective and quasilinear nature of plant growth and aging terms in Eqs. 4 and 5 means that, by placing the PDEs in an appropriate moving frame of reference, it is possible to eliminate the flux terms, reducing the PDEs to systems of loosely coupled, ordinary differential equations that are easier and faster to solve (Murray 1990 ; P. R. Moorcroft, unpublished data).
EVALUATION OF THE MOMENT EQUATIONS
We examined the ability of the SAS approximation (Eqs. 4 and 5) to correctly predict the ensemble mean behavior of the individual-based simulator at six sites representing a range of environmental conditions across tropical South America (Fig. 6 ). These sites were chosen to span gradients in total rainfall, rainfall seasonality, and soil type and depth that give rise to the range of community types found across the region (Table 2). They range from the evergreen wet forests at San Carlos, Venezuela and Manaus, Brazil, and seasonal wet forest at Paragominas, Brazil, to savannas on shallow soils at Calabozo, Venezuela, and on deep soil at Santana, Brazil, and a steppe (Caatinga, Brazil) site. As before, we characterized the ensemble mean behavior of the plant simulator at each site by performing 10 realizations of the stochastic process, simulating 25 15 ϫ 15 m gaps for 200 years, and starting from a mean initial density of seedlings/m 2 (of size z 0 ) per functional type. Fig. 7a -f demonstrates that, unlike the traditional size-structured approximation, the SAS approximation captures the ensemble means across a wide range of conditions. Note that the SAS approximation of total aboveground carbon (red) predicts the center of the ensemble of stochastic runs (green) in all climates from very dry to very wet, and from strongly to weakly seasonal. In subsequent sections, we show that the SAS approximation also accurately predicts the ensemble means of the biomass of each functional type.
RESULTS

Regional results
We used the SAS approximation to implement ED over a region of tropical and subtropical South America (15Њ Nt o1 5 ЊSlatitude) using ISLSCP I climate and soil data as inputs as described previously. We ran the model for all 1Њϫ1 Њgrid cells in this region. In this section, we present and attempt to evaluate several model predictions about potential vegetation over the region. Evaluating biosphere models at this scale is difficult however, since regional data are not available for most of the model state variables and predicted fluxes. For this reason, our presentation and evaluation of model predictions at the regional scale will be cursory. In the next section we evaluate the model's predictions in greater detail at several local sites where more data are available.
To evaluate the model's behavior across the region, we assembled three sources of regional information on three model predictions: carbon in live biomass, soil carbon, and mean annual net primary production (NPP). For live biomass, we compare model predictions to data from the Olson et al. (1983) global database (Fig. 8) . This database was constructed from information on vegetation distributions, stand characteristics, and patterns of human land use. It consists of a global map, at 1Њϫ1 Њresolution, of the average density (kilograms carbon per square meter) of carbon in live vegetation. For soil carbon, we use the RADAM dataset (de Negreiros and Nepstad 1994), which includes soil profiles from over 1100 natural sites in the Brazilian Amazon (Fig. 9) . Finally, for NPP we compare our model predictions to those of the Miami model (Lieth 1972) (Fig. 10 ). The Miami model is an empirical model relating mean annual net primary production to mean annual temperature and precipitation. Each of these data sets, and the Miami model, are widely known to the ecosystem community and have been used in the evaluation of ecosystem models.
For each of these characteristics (carbon in live vegetation, soil C, and mean annual NPP), we provide a four-panel figure comparing the model and the regional information (Fig. 8-10 ). Each figure includes: a map of our model predictions (panel a), a map of the information we are comparing to (panel b), a map of the differences between the two (panel c), and a histogram of the mapped differences (panel d). First, note from panel d in each of these figures that there is generally close agreement between model predictions and the regional information. Each of the histograms of the differences between the regional information and the model predictions has a mode near zero. Second, note that many of the spatial patterns of above-and belowground carbon storage and NPP across the region are also captured by the model (panels a-c of Figs. 8-10 ). For example, in Fig. 8 one can see the low biomass grassland region of the Orinoco Llanos, the large forested region of Amazonia with high biomass, the Atlantic coastal tropical forest, the comparatively low biomass region of the dry Caatinga in the Southeast, and the deserts along the Pacific coast.
There are also areas of disagreement. The model predicts high values of soil organic matter in the northwestern part of the Amazon basin (Fig. 9) . Though it is difficult to evaluate the significance of this feature since there is little overlap with the data set, the RADAM data for adjoining areas do not show the same spatial trend as the model. The high predicted values in the northwestern portion of the basin result from the influence of soil moisture on decomposition rates in the Century decomposition formulation. High soil moisture in these areas causes a sharp decline in decomposition rate, leading to a buildup of soil organic matter (Appendix H).
Also, despite the approximately zero mode of differences between the model predictions and the Olsen aboveground biomass data, there are also some areas of conspicuous disagreement (Fig. 8 panel c, characteristics in the ISLSCP data set (panel a). Panels b and c illustrate that discrepancies also occur along the boundaries between biomes. These are not surprising given that the location of biome boundaries is challenging to predict, since they reflect a change in the outcome of plant competition along transition zone. However, this cannot account for the large number of grid cells for which our model over-predicts the aboveground carbon data (panels c and d). These occur predominantly in the South and Southeast portions of Brazil, regions of known intensive human land use. The predominance of agriculture in these areas tends to lower aboveground biomass below its natural state by removing trees and other forms of woody vegetation and replacing them with crops.
To move beyond the level of regional model-data comparison offered here will require more comprehensive data sets and a model that accounts for human land use. Without these, it is difficult to determine whether anomalies and differences between regional model predictions and regional data are due to model inaccuracies or the absence of processes such as human land use within the model. For this reason, we now turn to more detailed local comparisons at three selected sites. Olson et al. (1983) data set includes the effects of human land use, which may explain the differences between the data and model predictions in the south and southeast portions of Brazil.
San Carlos: patterns of forest succession
San Carlos is the evergreen rain forest site at which the chronosequence of aboveground biomass shown in Fig. 1 was collected. Does our biosphere model correctly predict the observed long timescale of carbon accumulation at San Carlos? If so, then what mechanisms cause the delay? And are these the same mechanisms that occur in nature?
The pattern of accumulation exhibited by our model closely resembles the observed trajectory of aboveground biomass recorded in the 200-yr chronosequence at San Carlos (Fig. 11a) . Biomass accumulation is initially rapid, with ϳ6-8 kg C/m 2 of accumulation during the first 30-50 yr. Then after this initial period of rapid increase, aboveground biomass accumulates more slowly, gaining a further 6-7 kg C/m 2 over the next 150-170 yr and reaching 13 kg C/m 2 after 200 yr (Fig. 11a) . The mechanism responsible for this 200-yr timescale and pattern of biomass accumulation is the same in the model and observations. As Saldarriaga et al. (1988) note in their paper, the rapid initial biomass increase during the first 50 yr is caused by colonization by fastgrowing early successional trees with low wood density that rapidly form a closed forest canopy. Aboveground biomass then continues to accumulate for the next 150 yr, albeit more slowly, due to gradual replacement of the early successional trees with slower growing, midand late successional trees with higher wood density. The pattern and timescale of aboveground biomass succession at San Carlos predicted by our model arises from a similar successional process (Fig. 11b) . After a short period in which grasses briefly proliferate, early successional tree growth dominates biomass accumulation during the first 50 yr. This is followed by slower biomass accumulation as the early successional trees are competitively replaced by slower growing mid-and late successional trees with higher wood densities. Note also that the SAS approximation shown in Fig. 11b accurately predicts the ensemble average for each functional type obtained from stochastic simulations of ED. These runs are the same as those used to produce the pattern of total aboveground biomass in Fig. 7a .
The importance of competitive successional dynamics in determining the timescale of aboveground biomass accumulation at San Carlos is made apparent by comparing the trajectory of biomass accumulation when the plant types compete, forming a heterogeneous mixed stand, to the biomass trajectory of each species run separately and allowed to form monospecific stands (Fig. 11c) . In the monospecific stand of the early successional species, initial biomass accumulation is rapid, but asymptotes below the chronosequence observations. In the monospecific stand of the late successional species, biomass accumulates more slowly and equilibrates far above the chronosequence observations (Fig. 11c) . The biomass trajectory of a monospecific stand of the mid-successional species follows the chronosequence observations more closely; however, the timescale of biomass accumulation in the monospecific stand is faster than the mixed stand and the chronosequence observations (Fig. 11c) .
In summary, two processes produce the long timescale of succession at San Carlos in both the observations and our model. First, height-structured competition allows fast growing but short-lived trees to forestall domination of the forest by higher wood density species for a century or so. These high wood density species are relatively long-lived and thus grow to large average size and store large amounts of carbon. Second, a further century or so is required before the average size of late successional trees stops increasing.
Thus, the first mechanism is at the community level (temporary competitive suppression of the eventual dominant), while the second is at the population level (the time required for the formation of a stable size and age distribution of the late successional dominant). Also, it is important to understand that sub-grid scale heterogeneity is essential to matching the predicted and actual patterns at San Carlos. The traditional size-structured approximation, which lacks horizontal heterogeneity caused by sub-grid scale disturbance, severely under-predicts the trajectory of aboveground biomass at San Carlos (compare Figs. 1 and 4a) .
The PDEs for the San Carlos grid cell equilibrate approximately by year 500 with 18 kg C/m 2 above ground. At equilibrium, the C 4 grass species is absent THE ECOSYSTEM DEMOGRAPHY MODEL (ED) but the pioneer, mid-and late successional trees are all present (Fig. 11d) . In recently disturbed gaps (ages between 0 and 40 yr), aboveground biomass is relatively low and dominated by the low wood density early successional pioneer species. However in older gaps, the aboveground biomass is considerably higher and the early successional pioneers have been replaced by mid-and late successional trees with higher wood densities (Fig. 11d) .
The size structure of the different functional types across the range of gap ages at year is shown in Fig.  11e . Each of the elements in the figure is a characteristic from the numerical solution of the PDEs. Aboveground biomass in the areas with gap ages between 0 and 40 yr is concentrated in the small size classes, consisting primarily of saplings of the early successional pioneer forest trees. In gaps between 40 and 120 yr old, these saplings of the early successional species have grown rapidly to form an initial canopy of larger size class trees. Due to their low wood density, these initial large size classes do not contain a substantial amount of aboveground biomass; and beneath is a midstory of saplings of the mid-and late successional tree species. Aboveground biomass in gaps that have remained undisturbed for long periods of time (120-200 yr) is much higher, the initial canopy of early successional pioneers having been replaced by large-sized mid-and late successional trees with higher wood densities. The mid-story beneath these large size-class late successionals is relatively empty (Fig. 11e) .
Calabozo: the role of fire in the formation and maintenance of savanna communities
Calabozo is a savanna in the Orinoco Llanos dominated by C 4 grasses and with interspersed trees. The site receives considerably less rainfall than San Carlos and has a more pronounced dry season, accentuated by the shallow soil, which limits the soil moisture field capacity ( Table 2 ). The savannas of the Llanos burn frequently, with short fire return times (Mueller-Dombois and Goldhammer 1990), preventing development of substantial woody biomass and leading to equilibrium aboveground carbon stores of 0.1-0.9 kg C/m 2 Medina 1976, Jose and Farinas 1983) , many times less than at San Carlos. Fig. 12a shows that the model predicts the coexistence of C 4 grasses and short leaf life span early successional trees, with an equilibrium biomass within the correct range. Note also, that the SAS approximation captures the ensemble dynamics of the individual functional types obtained from stochastic simulations at Calabozo (Fig. 12b) . Unlike San Carlos, the dry season at Calabozo is severe enough to drive soil moisture beneath the threshold for fires to occur. The high frequency oscillations in the figure reflect seasonal variation in the availability of soil water from the hydrology model and the occurrence of dry-season burns. The fire regime develops in the model together with the ecosystem (Fig. 12c) . Initially, the aboveground biomass within the grid cell is low so fires occur infrequently; however fire frequency increases as biomass accumulates within gaps, increasing local fuel availability. Eventually, the ecosystem and disturbance regime come into equilibrium, with an exponential distribution of times since fire and most gaps having a short return-time between fires (Fig. 12d) .
At equilibrium, the region is composed of a mosaic of gaps. In gaps burned within the past five years, aboveground biomass is low and dominated by grasses with interspersed tree seedlings (Fig. 12e, f ) . In a small proportion of older areas that have escaped fire for several years, aboveground biomass is higher and dominated by trees with reduced biomass beneath (Fig. 12e,  f ) . The important point here is that the mixed grasstree savanna formation at Calabozo is caused in the model by sub-grid scale heterogeneity associated with fire.
Manaus: role of sub-grid scale heterogeneity in tropical forest net ecosystem productivity
In this section we return to the second example in the Introduction regarding the importance of sub-grid scale processes to interpreting eddy-correlation measurements of NEP. Specifically we examine the pattern of sub-grid scale heterogeneity in NEP predicted by the model at Manaus (MN, see Fig. 6 ). After 500 yr, the grid-cell level net primary productivity and total belowground respiration of the Manaus ecosystem come close to equilibrium, yielding an approximately ''balanced biosphere'' with an NEP of 0.1 kg C·m Ϫ2 ·yr Ϫ1 . Examination of the pattern of sub-grid scale heterogeneity underlying this approximate balance shows that it arises from a statistical equilibrium between gaps within the grid cell that are in positive carbon balance and other areas that are in negative carbon balance (Fig.  13) . Gaps that have been recently disturbed (recent canopy tree death) are rapidly losing large amounts carbon, while gaps with ages Ͼ20 yr since a canopy tree death gain carbon at a rate of 0.2-0.3 kg C·m Ϫ2 ·yr Ϫ1 , equivalent to 2-3 metric tons of carbon per hectare annually.
The grid-cell level NEP value of 0.1 kg C·m Ϫ2 ·yr
Ϫ1
is given by the integral of the relationship shown in Fig. 13 between NEP and successional age over the age distribution for the grid cell from Eq. 5. Eddy-flux tower measurements of NEP will correctly measure this integral if disturbances among gaps are not spatially correlated, because it will sample a sufficiently large number of statistically independent gap-sized areas. However, if disturbances are correlated at large spatial scales, say because of synoptic weather events or infrequent large-scale fires, then a tower is likely to produce a strongly nonzero measurement of NEP even though the regional average is close to zero. Uhl (1987) and Saldarriaga et al. (1988) . ( 
DISCUSSION
The predictions of ED illustrate the advantages of formulating ecosystem models at the scale of individual plants. Individual-based ecosystem models naturally capture the fine-scale population and community-level processes responsible for the slow timescale of carbon uptake in aggrading tropical forest, the mix of trees and grasses in savanna, and the distribution of local NEP values about the grid-cell average. These and related factors explain the continued successes of individual-based ecosystem models over the past 30 years (Huston et al. 1988 , Huston 1992 , Shugart and Smith 1996 . Also, because the model is formulated at a scale consistent with field studies, the model is comparatively easier to parameterize and test with data collected at finer scales (Huston et al. 1988 , Pacala et al. 1996 . For example, as we showed in this paper, the abundant data on allometry of individual trees can be used to constrain ecosystem-level allocation, and forest inventory data can be used to test the model's predictions about forest composition, stand structure, and carbon storage. In addition, many forms of satellite data are now approaching resolutions consistent with formulating fine-scale models of the biosphere.
Compared to traditional formulations that are parameterized and tested at a single spatial scale, the ability of fine-scale formulations to connect to data collected at a variety of scales is also likely to improve confidence in large-scale predictions, which are often difficult to test directly. For example, our model predicts many of the details of ecosystem dynamics at San Carlos and Calabozo including successional transients, and has regional predictions of NPP and aboveground carbon and soil carbon that are generally consistent with the limited regional data available. However, areas of disagreement point to necessary improvements in future versions of ED. For example, the predictions of soil organic matter in the northwest portion of the Amazon basin are probably too high due to inadequacies in our treatment of the effects of soil moisture on decomposition. The discrepancies in aboveground carbon values in the Southeast probably result from the absence of human land use in the model. The significance of mismatches at this scale is difficult to evaluate however, as the regional estimates themselves are subject to a high degree of error and uncertainty.
The most general contribution of our study is the scaling methods that provide the PDEs for predicting ensembles of gap-model runs. We suspect that these will work for any individual-based simulator of vegetation. The physical environmental sciences rely fundamentally on directly analogous scaling technologies. Modern atmospheric and oceanic GCMs typically rely on PDEs rather than stochastic Lagrangian particle simulators for reasons of computational efficiency and because their compactness permits mathematical analysis. The scaling that leads from the individual-based gap model to our size-and age-structured (SAS) approximation is analogous to that leading from a stochastic Lagrangian particle simulator to the NavierStokes equations.
The fundamental difference between the NavierStokes equations and the SAS PDEs is that rules governing the underlying stochastic process are completely understood for the former, but still very much under development for the latter. We emphasize that the individual-based model introduced in this paper is only one of many possible formulations for a stochastic gap model driven by ecophysiological and biogeochemical mechanisms. Our model is a member of the class founded by the Hybrid model (Friend et al. 1997 ); similar models are under development by a variety of groups.
The success of the SAS approximation in capturing the dynamics of the corresponding stochastic gap model implies that ecosystem dynamics at the grid-cell scale depend critically on the size structure and the local disturbance history (age distribution) at sub-grid scales. This point is further emphasized by the success of the SAS approximation at San Carlos and Calabozo, where field data confirm the critical role of sub-grid scale processes in large-scale ecosystem structure and dynamics. It also confirms the findings of earlier work using stochastic gap models, which showed the importance of disturbances such as fire and windthrow in influencing the structure and composition of plant communities (Doyle 1981 , Noble and Slatyer 1981 , Shugart and Seagle 1985 .
Since the information regarding the long-term behavior of stochastic gap model resides in the sub-grid cell heterogeneity of the SAS approximation, we can view the three components of sub-grid cell variability: size structure, age structure, and functional type composition, as embodying the long-term memory of the aboveground ecosystem, which determines its subsequent dynamics. As a result, the ability to characterize and understand the size-related, age-related, and com- ) as a function of gap age at Manaus following 500-yr model integration using the SAS PDEs. The shaded line shows NEP, while the dashed and dotted lines show respectively, the distributions of net primary productivity (NPP) and belowground heterotrophic respiration (r h ) across gap ages that underlie the age distribution of NEP (NEP ϭ NPP Ϫ r h ). Despite the rapid recovery of NPP, recently disturbed gaps are in negative carbon balance because the aboveground material accumulated prior to disturbance is now decomposing, and as a result belowground respiration exceeds NPP. Older gaps are in positive carbon balance because belowground respiration declines beneath NPP as gaps age.
← aboveground biomass at Calabozo following the 200-yr integration of the SAS approximation shown in (b). As in Fig. 11e , vertical lines show how aboveground biomass within the savanna is distributed across size classes and how this changes as a function of gap age a. Recently disturbed areas contain C 4 grasses (red lines) and a few small early successional trees (green lines), while older areas contain larger trees and a reduced biomass of C 4 grasses. position-related structure of ecosystems is fundamental to a better understanding of their long-term fate. This further suggests that inventories of vegetation structure (e.g., Phillips et al. 1998) , may hold the key to predicting the future large-scale dynamics of ecosystems, and provides additional incentive for satellite measurements of vegetation structure using Vegetation Canopy Lidar (VCL, Dubayah et al. 1997) .
Use of the SAS approximation offers the same two principal advantages over direct simulation of stochastic gap models as the Navier-Stokes equations offer over Lagrangian particle simulators. First, the formulation obviates the need for many-run stochastic ensembles, thereby greatly reducing the computational burden (by one to several orders of magnitude). Accurate characterization of ensemble means through simulation can be a computationally intensive exercise. Although Friend et al. (1997) show that 10 runs of a single canopy gap may be sufficient in ideal circumstances, our experience suggests that the necessary number is often one to several orders of magnitude larger. For this reason, we found it necessary to simulate at least 250 gaps to characterize ensemble means in this paper (10 runs each with 25 gaps). If the size of the ensembles were too small, then one or more of the functional types that coexist in our simulations of evergreen rain forest at San Carlos would become extinct with high probability, and this would significantly alter the timescale of carbon accumulation following subsequent disturbance (Fig. 11a-e) . The necessary size of an ensemble increases geometrically with the number of dimensions of heterogeneity that must be captured. Future studies may find it necessary to move beyond our formulation and include sub-grid scale heterogeneity in land-use, abiotic physical heterogeneities such as soils and topography, as well as other dimensions of functional diversity. Such applications will amplify the importance of the increase in computational efficiency offered by the SAS PDEs.
Second, like the Navier-Stokes equations, the SAS approximation offers the promise of increased understanding through mathematical analysis. Although analytically formidable, the SAS approximation is much more tractable than the stochastic gap model itself. We suspect that it will ultimately yield analytical insights about the connection between local ecosystem processes and large-scale ecosystem function.
THE ECOSYSTEM DEMOGRAPHY MODEL (ED)
APPENDIX C
The detailed specification of plant functional diversity in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A3.
APPENDIX D
The detailed specification of allocation and allometry in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A4.
APPENDIX E
The detailed specification of growth and reproduction in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A5.
APPENDIX F
The detailed specification of mortality in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A6.
APPENDIX G
The detailed specification of soil hydrology in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A7.
APPENDIX H
The detailed specification of organic-matter decomposition and nitrogen cycling in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A8.
APPENDIX I
The detailed specification of fire in the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-A9.
SUPPLEMENT
Supplementary material containing the source code for the ED model is available in ESA's Electronic Data Archive: Ecological Archives M071-008-S1.
